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Project Overview

The project explores the mechanisms required, both 

in hardware and software,  to delay the occurrence of 

errors and, once the error has occurred, to continue 

working while tolerating those errors.

The project started in September of 2012 and will 

finish in April of 2016. This project is a collaboration 

between the University of Manchester and the 

University of Cambridge.

Background

Power inefficiency of current transistors has led to an 

increased focus on power management, making 

traditional error handling schemas such as redundant 

hardware increasingly infeasible. Additionally transistors 

are taking less time to wear out, thus becoming more 

prone to errors. The trend of reducing transistor sizes and 

increasing their number on a single chip, makes reliability 

challenges more critical than ever. Hence alternate 

designs of hardware and software are needed. 

We are taking a novel approach to these challenges by 

leveraging managed runtime environments (MRE). MREs 

can be made aware of the wear out and faulty behaviour

of the processor, assisting runtime monitoring and altering 

of applications to increase chip lifetime.

Managing Reliability

MRE Architecture Overview

Generalised Aims of the Project 

• Our aim is to create a general wear out and fault-aware 

framework that is suitable for most processor 

architectures.

• The generality extends also to the applications ran on 

the system. The project though also focuses on finding 

general trends in behavior of the system across various 

applications which can assist in creating a practical 

design.
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Reliability strategies are pre-fault and post-fault. 

Forming a robust and high performance MRE

Develop MRE that assures minimum level of 
performance under various error scenarios

Understand nature of coexistence of wear 
out preventive and error tolerant mechanisms

Toolset Development

Add ageing and error models into simulation 
environment and MRE internal representation

Add model of faulty hardware into MRE for 
estimating performance impact

Reacting to Architectural Faults

Develop strategy to handle errors based on 
data from characterizing applications

A generic strategy specialised for each 
component of processor

Preventing Processor Wear out

Wear out aware MRE 
scheme

Dynamic management of 
sensitive components

Dynamic voltage and 
frequency scaling using MRE

Characterizing Applications

Analyse application behavior Impact on processor ageing Susceptibility to hard faults
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